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COHASSET BOARD OF PUBLIC HEALTH MINUTES
DATE:
Monday August 22, 2022
TIME:
6:30 P.M.
PLACE:
Online Zoom Meeting
Board Members Present:
Michael Pollastri, PhD, Chair
Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, Member
Robin Lawrence, DDS, MPH, Clerk
Recording Secretary: Amy Davis

Public Health Director:
Pam Fahey, MPH, SE
Public Health Nurse:
Mary Goodwin, RN,

_________________________________________________________________________
6:30 P.M.

Meeting called to order.

6:31 P.M.
318 Forest Avenue, Animal Permit
In attendance for this hearing: Carmen Hudson, Cavanaro Consulting, Jeff De Lisi, attorney
representing the Bliss family, Dan & Kelly Bliss, property owners
Material used for this agenda item:
 Application for Animal Permit Plan, dated, 7/18/2022
 Animal Permit Plan dated 6/21/22, revised 8/3/2022.
 Proposed Stable Management Plan
Jeff De Lisi, attorney for the applicants Dan and Kelly Bliss, gave a brief overview of the project. Mr. and
Mrs. Bliss came in front of the Board a year and a half ago with an application for a barn/stable permit at
the merged properties of 306/312 Forest Avenue. The Board considered the permits for a portion of the
property which had a combined area of about 81,000 square feet. In that hearing the paddock was <30 feet
from Forest Avenue (30’ required) and an additional variance was requested to allow a portion of the
facility to be <100 feet from the Bliss’s own dwelling (100’ required). The Board deemed the stable
management plan acceptable but was uncomfortable issuing variances to required setbacks. No permits
were issued for the stable/barn due to not meeting the setback requirements as set forth in Town of
Cohasset Board of Public Health Rules and Regulations Governing Horses, Stables, Cloven-Hoofed
Livestock, Fowl and Poultry (Animal Regulations).
Since that hearing the property owners purchased an adjacent property at 318 Forest Avenue. The Bliss
family is applying for a new stable/animal permit at 318 Forest Avenue. Mr. DeLisi informed the Board
that all three properties have been merged. The total square footage is 162,000 square feet. The Blisses
are proposing to relocate the barn and the paddock several hundred feet away from Forest Avenue to the
rear of the combined properties. The new design meets all the setbacks required by the Animal
Regulations. Mr. DeLisi stated he has been in touch with the building inspector and the Building/Zoning
matters are not within purview of this Board. This proposed non-commercial use is allowed for residential
properties in this zone. The Owners will continue to work with the building inspector through the process
as these matters are within his jurisdiction. Under section G of the Boards regulations a 70,000 square foot
lot is required for 3 horses and this lot exceeds this number by more than double.
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Carmen Hudson, Cavanaro Consulting, reviewed the following Animal Permit Plan with the Board.

Ms. Hudson stated that the three merged parcels have resulted in a 162,000 square foot lot. There is a
house, detached garage, pool, and a patio currently on 318 Forest Avenue. The applicant is proposing to
remove the existing dwelling, pool, and patio; keep the detached garage; and replace the existing dwelling
with a barn. The barn will have a smaller footprint then the current dwelling. The requirements for an
animal facility (comprised of the barn and all the fencing) must be 100 feet from any wetland. There is an
isolated wetland nearby. Isolated wetlands are not protected by the State but are protected by a local bylaw
and the plan is keeping at least 100 feet from the wetland. The facility is at least 100 feet from any dwelling
as required by the Animal Regulations. The proposed barn/paddock will be more than 30 feet from the
property lines meeting setback requirements. This area of town is serviced by sewer, so the septic system
setback requirements do not apply. The applicant is also proposing a stormwater infiltration system. After
listening to concerns from a neighbor the applicants will leave an area of about 6,600 square feet of
untouched vegetation that will remain as it is today toward the back of the property. There will be a final
design in the stormwater permit application.
Kelly Bliss, property owner, reviewed the following Stable Management Plan that has been
approved by the Mass Farm Bureau with the Board.
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PROPOSED STABLE MANAGEMENT PLAN
318 FOREST AVENUE
TABLE OF CONTENTS
1. Manure management
a. General
b. Storage/ Off‐site Transport
c. Pasture/Stall Maintenance
2. Vector Management
a. Pest Control
b. Insect controls
3. Predator Management
4. Noise Management
a. Sound dampening barriers
b. Daily Controls
5. Continuous Improvement
6. Reference Materials
a. Engineered Stamped site plan (External Exhibit)
b. Materials and product links
c. Barn Style and size
d.

Manure Management
a. Barn Maintenance
As a small back yard barn facility, work on a daily, weekly, and monthly schedule is part of any quality management
plan. Basic versions of these plans document how an owner will keep the barn, horses, and pastures clean and
well maintained. Within our extended plan we will also maintain records on things such as individual horse
nutrition, vaccinations, turnout schedules and pasture management.
Manure management is not only a key component of keeping the barn looking and smelling clean, but it is very
important for equine hoof health, fly remediation and keeping a white horse white. Our manure management
plan includes regular cleaning of the stalls, barn, and pastures. Stalls will be kept clean and dry through daily
(morning) cleanings. Unlike many back‐yard barns, our stalls will be re‐bedded daily with kiln dried wood shavings
and stalls will have a rubber subflooring thus absorbing manure and urine for daily removal. This not only greatly
reduces any odors but is best for equine health and comfort. Additionally, large fans will be installed to maintain
good ventilation through the barn.
Manure will be taken off‐site on a regular basis to Holly Hill farm where it will be used to help naturally fertilize
the plants and vegetables that feed many members of our community. This manure will be leveraged as a part of
the student education programs that Holly Hill supports including the care and management of Cohasset school‐
based vegetable gardens.
b. Storage/Off Site Transport
During the week, manure will be kept in a dump trailer, like the one pictured below for contained storage and
easy transport. The trailer will be stored on the side of the 318 garages, farthest from any residents and will be
surrounded by new landscaping to create a further barrier from sight.
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Pasture Maintenance
In addition to keeping stalls clean and dry, pastures will be monitored, and manure will be removed from the
pasture using a manure vacuum system which collects the manure in a sealed container allowing easy transfer
into the trailer. The frequency of the pasture cleaning and mowing will be determined as necessary to negate any
potential odor and to maintain the health of the grass. Rotation to multiple smaller paddocks will allow for the
grass to recover, ensure horses keep fit (not overeat) and allow for maintenance (watering, mowing etc).

In addition to keeping the paddock free of manure on a regular basis, we plan to maintain beneficial moisture
levels in the soil using a sprinkler system. This system will promote healthy grass growth and reduce dust during
dry spells.

Vector Management
a) Pest Control
Maintaining a clean barn with a regular manure management routine is the best way to prevent the attraction of
unwanted pests. Pests are only interested/present if there is easy access to food. All food will be stored in
durable sealed containers in a separate and locked feed room. Wi‐Fi enabled rodent traps will be used in the barn
to alert us immediately via text message if rodents are caught for quick disposal.
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B)

Insect Control

Insect control can be managed though a multitude of highly effective ways. We plan to leverage several that can
be deployed concurrently for maximum control. Starting with feed‐through fly‐control, these are products that
are given directly to horses in their feed. These products contain insect growth regulators that help eliminate flies
in manure by keeping fly eggs from hatching. While the regulator is bad for flies, it won't harm the horse.
Another important and effective way to control bugs is to eliminate as much standing water as possible. We will
leverage an on‐demand, frost‐free watering system which horses press on a paddle to bring water to the surface
leaving no standing water around the barn. This system has many health and convenience benefits but perhaps
most importantly eliminating standing water, which helps to mitigate any water sources from becoming insect
breeding grounds.

In addition to fly through feed products, using fly parasites can kill flies breeding in other areas. Fly parasites are
tiny burrowing insects that are a natural enemy of a wide variety of nuisance flies. Fly parasites do not bite or sting
humans or animals and are adaptable to many climates. We will sprinkle fly parasites along fence lines in pastures,
on manure piles, around wet areas, and anywhere else through the facility. The fly parasites stay close to where
you place them and work by killing flies in the stages of the life cycle.
Finally, fly bags will be hidden from sight and used around to catch and kill adult flies. These traps are currently
used in other permitted stables in town and have proven to be highly effective and have been praised during those
barn’s annual review/inspection. These can be deployed inside and outside the barn to attract, catch and kill any
flying insects.

Predator Management
Full grown horses don’t have predators. Horses will be in the stable at night with the barn doors closed. The barn
will be outfitted with motion sensitive video cameras to alert us in real time if predators or unwanted guests come
near the barn. We plan to use premium purpose‐built equine fencing and gate system made of recycled steel.
This fencing is of the highest quality, strength, and equestrian standards available.
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Noise Management
a. Sound dampening barriers
While noise from horses is very minimal, we do plan to add additional plantings as screening and to further
define spaces on the property. Additionally, these plantings double as sound, and wind barriers. a. Daily
Controls
The animals will be in the barn at night, and we don’t anticipate any noise being loud enough to negatively affect
our neighbors. Horses are not naturally loud animals. Horses sometimes neigh or “beg” by stomping a front foot
during feed time especially if feed time is within a large multi horse facility when they need to wait their turn.
However, with 3 horses the start to finish feed time takes approximately 5 minutes.

Continuous Improvement
When caring for animals, horses in particular, experience matters as much as continuous monitoring and
improvement. I grew up with horses and from a young age, managed my back yard facility with a four‐stall barn
and several horses. I am a highly experienced equestrian with hands‐on horse care knowledge and have both
ridden and worked at equestrian facilities all my life.
While Cohasset has specified the primary components to be addressed within a Stable Management Plan (all
included here) we know that these plans should be monitored and adjusted as routines are set and horses settle
in. We intend to keep an immaculate, modern facility where the beauty of the animals in our landscape can be
the focus.

Reference
 Abutter Support Letters
Additional Product Reference
 Feed though Fly Control
o Greatly reduces the need for neurotoxic pesticide sprays and overhead fly systems, creating a
healthier environment for horses, staff, and riders
o Once excreted, breaks down to a melamine monomer, a slow‐release nitrogen fertilizer o
Repeated studies show up to 100% efficacy in inhibiting larvae development
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Studies have proven 99.5% effectiveness against stable flies and 100% effectiveness against
house flies, with no effect on horses, other mammals, or beneficial insects
Buckley Steel Board Fencing – https://www.buckleyfence.com/
Watering Post‐ (https://dpwaterer.com/horse‐waterer‐health‐benefits‐2/)
Post and Beam style barn creates ideal lay out, provides efficient use of space, plenty of room for
storage with high‐quality stall enclosures.
o

•
•
•

Ms. Bliss informed the Board they have received 8 letters of support from direct abutters and much
support from non-abutters.
Board Questions
Dr. Pollastri: is the paddock on a hill and what is the slope on the hill and what happens to the runoff?
Ms. Hudson: the grading is on a diagonal. The barn is on the lower right-hand side and the topography
is on a diagonal. The grade is not changing that much. The runoff will continue in the same direction.
More yard drains have been added for any overflow.
Dr. Lawrence: one of the abutters asked to increase the buffer distance from their house. Is this a
conservation issue?
Mr. De Lisi: there was a question as to whether a 100-foot setback is from a dwelling itself or from any
outdoor living space such as a patio. The bylaw is clear the setback is from the facility to the dwelling.
Ms. Kirkpatrick: is the infiltration system designed for a 100-year storm/flood?
Ms. Hudson: yes, the infiltration system can handle up to the 100-year storm. The infiltration system
shown was designed for the entire merged lot and rather than the rear part of the lot where the animal
facility will be located. It will need to be redesigned before going to Conservation as the current design
is too large.
Public Comment
John Greenip, 62 Black Rock Road, abutter reviewed concerns with the Board, referring to an email sent
to Ms. Fahey, Ms. Hudson, and John Hallin (Building Inspector) [the email is attached to these minutes].
Mr. Greenip indicated he has concerns with stormwater run-off. Currently the run-off from abutting
properties drains into his side yard. Even with the brush Ms. Hudson is referring to keeping the water
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ponds in heavy rain and snow melting. It’s a nuisance but it will eventually soak into the ground. Mr.
Greenip appreciates the manure management plan but has concerns if the paddock/barn are not being
maintained. When a nor’easter hits with heavy rain, runoff in his side yard where his kids play could be
contaminated with manure and urine from three horses. He feels that there needs to be a more detailed
engineered plan in place showing the topography of what the grades are currently and in the future. Mr.
Greenip questioned if he can be sure that the runoff coming into his yard is not contaminated such that it
would become a public health issue? Where does the water from the overflow go? Will the water that’s
contaminated end up in the basin? Where does it end up during a storm or frozen ground situation?
Regarding stormwater, Ms. Hudson explained that this will be addressed with a stormwater permit from
the Conservation Commission. As Ms. Hudson mentioned with leaving 6,600 sq. ft. worth of brush
untouched the infiltration system doesn’t need to be so large. For a stormwater permit it’s not the
requirement to reduce stormwater rate of runoff or volume, but rather it is to make sure things are not
worse. The infiltration system will make things better. The rate and volume will be reduced but will not
eliminate it.
Mr. De Lisi addressed Mr. Greenip’s concerns regarding contaminated stormwater. He stated that there
was a lot of time invested in a manure management plan, the purpose of which is to ensure that the manure
is removed off-site from the property on a regular basis. The objective of stormwater standards
requirements is to not make things worse but, in this case, it will improve the situation. This is to be read
in conjunction with the fact that the paddock plan entails removing the manure entirely. Mr. De Lisi noted
that if, for some reason, the manure management plan is not followed, the Board of Public Health retains
jurisdiction over this permit, and this would be considered during the annual renewal process.
Mr. Greenip thanked Mr. De Lisi and would like Ms. Hudson to think about what Mr. De Lisi said. Mr.
Greenip stated that he feels that the plan does need to be better because the water runoff now does not
have any level of contamination, and so when a plan is in place implementation and execution of that plan
will be paramount and seeks to mitigate the risk of contamination if the plan is not followed. Mr. Greenip
would like the applicant to re-look at the design of the stormwater management to see if it can be improved.
Mr. Greenip’s second point is that it seems mixed up whether it’s Zoning or Health and believes the two
are somewhat related. Zoning put regulations in place because of health issues and feels it is the purview
of this Board that there be no odor or noise at the property line. Mr. Greenip wanted to let the Blisses
know this is not about a neighbor trying to stop anything, this is about safety and health while not
disturbing your neighbors.
Mr. Greenip noted that he feels that keeping three horses in a residential area is extraordinary and that it
should be hard to get permits. The burden of effort should be on the applicant. Mr. Greenip stated that his
family is directly affected and should be protected by the rules and regulations of the Town of Cohasset.
As described by Ms. Bliss horses are athletes and thoroughbreds can be skittish animals. Mr. Greenip
inquired how the applicants will make sure neighbors are protected?
Mr. Greenip recommended that maybe more trees could be added, more year-round like evergreens. The
brush that is currently there will lose all their leaves so the Greenip’s will have a clear view in the winter
months. Mr. Greenip asked what type of design could be implemented to give his family protection from
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the odor and noise at the property line. Mr. Greenip does not want to have to come back next year if there
are issues. The barn/stable would already have been built. If there are problems with the horses, the Town
has failed. This is the reason laws are put in place and regulations to be implemented. No odor or noise
with the burden of effort on the applicant.
Mr. Greenip’s third question is regarding the 100-foot buffer zone. In the back of Mr. Greenip’s house,
there is an outdoor living area where they do 50% of their cooking. Mr. Greenip questioned where the
Health Department came up with 100 feet? Mr. Greenip knows the Bliss’s have a good management plan
in place but with his outdoor living/cooking area in the back of his house it is in more risk than his
dwelling. Furthermore, if Mr. Greenip wants to add onto his house how will having a stable/barn effect
the setbacks? Would there be restrictions on what he could add on?
Dr. Pollastri stated that his point of view tends to align with Mr. DeLisi in terms of the reading of the
regulations. Dr. Pollastri believes that the setbacks of 100 feet are more stringent than other neighboring
towns. Mr. Greenip’s point is well taken and it’s something the Board will have to consider, and the Board
will discuss this further.
Mr. De Lisi responded that there is a presumption that if design plans meet setback requirements, then the
presumption is that there would be no harm. Mr. DeLisi stated that if the project meets the setbacks there
is a presumption there would not be any noise or odor issues. Mr. DeLisi added the standard for this Board
is not no noise or odor. What Mr. Greenip is referring to is the language in the zoning bylaws, which is
under the purview of the Zoning Board and building inspector. Mr. DeLisi thinks the standard of applying
no noise or odor at the property line is not the standard of this Board. As far as plantings are concerned in
the buffer area, the Bliss’s are willing to consider looking at that area. The applicants recognize that as
seasons change there are differences. Regarding Mr. Greenip’s concern of not being able to add onto his
house in the rear, he would not be precluded from getting any permit from any Board because of the
paddock regarding the 100-foot setback.
Ms. Bliss appreciates that Mr. Greenip might not want to look at the horses and they will be happy to look
at whether some additional evergreens could be put in. Also, Mr. Greenip mentioned 70 Black Rock Road
and the pooling of water. The property owners at 70 Black Rock Road, the Souza’s, have written to Ms.
Fahey with a letter of support after the submission of the modifications and appreciates the good
stewardship. The Souza’s are in the direct line of sight and are thrilled to have a direct line of sight. Ms.
Bliss appreciates that not everyone has that same perspective. Regarding thoroughbreds, Ms. Bliss totally
agrees thoroughbreds are what they call “hot blooded”. Ms. Bliss stated that her horses are not
thoroughbreds.
Dr. Pollastri has noted the letters of support have been received and will be included in the record.
Ms. Fahey wanted to address the questions about where setback requirements in regulations come from.
Local Boards of Health are supplied regulation templates from the Massachusetts Association of Health
Boards (MAHB). The association puts together a basic outline that Towns can use for certain regulations.
This Animal Regulations template was put together by the Massachusetts Department of Agriculture. Like
Mr. DeLisi mentioned, the setback values put in the regulations are presumed to be protective. So, when
we talk about the 100-foot setback from the nearest dwelling is assumed that would be a protective
distance.
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Mr. Greenip thanked Ms. Fahey noting he had also read the State Regulations and the one that was more
notable was the 200-foot setback from a gathering place. Mr. Greenip would like to stress the setback
from their outdoor living area and would like the applicant to consider increasing some distance from that
area. Whether the Town looks at it or the Bliss’s look at or whether we look at it together. Mr. Greenip
doesn’t think it’s an unreasonable request especially with the risk that could be there.
Mr. Greenip stated he had one more question.
Dr. Pollastri stated that he read Mr. Greenip’s email and question 4 is entirely a Zoning Board purview.
Is that what you were going to talk about?
Mr. Greenip replied yes, but the Board of Public Health also defines a property lot. There are a lot of
overlaps with the various town boards. My first question to John Hallin was why wouldn’t the applicant
be sure that this can built and go to the Zoning Board for their perspective before going to the Health
Department? Is there some order to be followed as to which Board or department approves an application
first. Also, one of the properties is in an LLC which can be concerning and was wondering if the property
is a business. An LLC is a way to limit the liability of the applicant. What happens if one of the horses
is spooked - who is held responsible? The three properties on the plan are considered one property when
in fact those lots have not been merged but the plan uses the 162,000 square feet for the setbacks.
Dr. Pollastri let Mr. Greenip know that is not the scope of the Board of Health. Dr. Pollastri hears what
Mr. Greenip is saying about going to the Zoning Board first may have been a good idea but anything this
Board does is contingent upon other Boards approvals including Zoning. Mr. Greenip’s point is well
taken, and your email will be entered into the record as well.
Mr. Greenip appreciates what the Board is doing and hopes this is done the right way. Like Ms. Fahey
said, these regulations are in place in a protective way not a restrictive way. Mr. Greenip thanked the
Board for their time.
Dave Dugan, 100 Black Rock Road, stated that he shares a substantial property line with the Blisses, and
he supports this plan. The Blisses have been great communicators and the plan is very detailed. Mr. Bliss
gave Mr. Dugan a walk through the property explaining where things are going to be. Mr. Bliss assured
Mr. Dugan any issues such as odor or excessive dust would be addressed. Mr. Dugan stated that the fact
that the permit is renewable annually gives everybody some control and confidence that if there was an
issue it would come up for a renewal discussion. The Dugan family is very supportive in that they would
rather have green space then another house.
Chad Balog, 4 Forest Notch, abutter across the street, whole heartedly supports this project. The Blisses
were thorough sharing their plans with him in the preparation for this project. He has been present at both
hearings and has been impressed with the commitment to improve and address any potential issues. He
noted that in checking with other stable owners this is a more comprehensive and more all-encompassing
plan than they have ever seen. Mr. Balog has no concerns whatsoever and is fully supportive.
Dr. Pollastri closed the public comment portion of the hearing.
Dr. Lawrence stated that based on the concerns of Mr. Greenip the Board should continue this hearing to
see if the Blisses and Mr. Greenip can come to some accommodations.
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Dr. Pollastri was thinking that the Board would discuss this and perhaps that might be an outcome from
that discussion but, there are some points that should be discussed before doing so. Dr. Pollastri asked Dr.
Lawrence would you like to make that as a motion?
Dr. Pollastri stated we have a motion on the table to continue the hearing. Dr. Pollastri asked for a second?
Ms. Kirkpatrick asked if they could have a brief pause and talk amongst the Board?
Dr. Pollastri would like to do that but, we have a motion that has not been acted on yet. We must get that
done. Dr. Pollastri stated he is not going to second the motion by Dr. Lawrence at this point.
MOTIONED BY:
Dr. Lawrence moved that the Board continue the hearing until further
discussions can be held between the Blisses and Mr. Greenip so the Board can have a resolution to
the issues and concerns.
SECONDED BY: None. Dr. Pollastri stated Dr. Lawrence’s motion fails at this point. No
member seconded the vote.
VOTE:
No vote was taken
Dr. Pollastri stated in his view the plans meet all the setback requirements. The animal management plan
and the project layout plan are in compliance with requirements in the Animal Regulations. Yes, it’s a
property in the middle of a residential area, but it has 100-foot setbacks all the way around it and provides
a 100-foot setback leading up to the dwelling which is what is required in the regulations. While
sympathetic to neighbors’ concerns, and hopefully the applicant will work with the abutter to address
concerns, Mr. Pollastri would have a problem of standing in the way of approving this from a Board of
Public Health standpoint. The applicant checked all the boxes - bought another piece of property and
prepared a design that meets all the setbacks. The plans are solid.
Ms. Kirkpatrick concurred with Dr. Pollastri’ statement.
MOTIONED BY:
Dr. Pollastri moved to approve the animal permit for 312/318 Forest
Avenue.
SECONDED BY:
Ms. Kirkpatrick
VOTE:
3-0 MOTION CARRIED
MOTIONED BY:
Dr. Pollastri moved to approve the stable permit for 312/318 Forest Avenue.
SECONDED BY:
Ms. Kirkpatrick
VOTE:
3-0 MOTION CARRIED
*Please see below letters and emails sent by abutters regarding 318 Forest Avenue Animal Permit
7:37 P.M.
Approve Meeting Minutes from July 7, 2022
MOTIONED BY: Dr. Pollastri moved to approve the meeting minutes from July 7, 2022.
SECONDED BY: Dr. Lawrence
VOTE:
3-0 MOTION CARRIED
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7:39 P.M.

Set Next Zoom Meeting Date Tuesday September 20, 2022, at 6:30 P.M.

7:40 P.M.
Public Health Director Report
Ms. Fahey informed the Board there is a warrant article she would like the Board to review that is due
September 16, 2022. The warrant article is regarding reimbursement claims for vaccines the Health
Department receives money back from Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurance companies. Last year
there was $32,000.00 that came back to the Town unfortunately the reimbursements go into the Town
general fund. The warrant article would be to request that the money come back the Health Department
and deposit the funds into a revolving fund. The funds could be used for nursing staffing that help with
the vaccination clinics. The Town still has nursing help that calls residents who have Covid. It’s not
contract tracing but more to see if residents need guidance on how to do telehealth or get Paxlovid to help
with their symptoms. The funds to pay for the extra nursing help during the Pandemic came out of Covid
grants and all those funds are gone.
Ms. Fahey let the Board know there was a septic agreement back in the day for 4 houses on Atlantic
Avenue. In 2007 when the sewer commission initiated to have Little Harbor area connect to sewer these
4 houses also connected to sewer. There is an outstanding septic agreement that is no longer needed. The
agreement travels with the 4 homeowner’s deed. The agreement is registered with Norfolk Count of
Deeds. The 4 property owners have hired a lawyer to extinguish that agreement. Ms. Fahey asked the
Board to sign the following document.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS LAND COURT
DEPARTMENT OF THE TRIAL COURT
ASSENT
TO THE PETITION TO AMEND CERTIFICATES OF TITLE NO. 205114. 202317;
200238; 200239; AND 170606 TO REFLECT THE EXTINGUISHMENT OF A CERTAIN
SEPTIC EASEMENT
We, the duly appointed members of the Cohasset Board of Health (the “Board”), assent to Attorney
William R. Edes’ Petition to have the Land Court amend the following certificates of title: Norfolk
County Registry District of the Land Court Document Certificates No. 205114; 202317; 200238;
200239; and 170606. The purpose of said amendment is to extinguish a “Septic Easement” authorized
by a declaration of covenants registered as Norfolk County Registry District of the Land Court
Document No. 395653 and granted by easements registered as Document No. 398391, 399524 and
413337. Further, the Board must approve any changes to the shared septic system allowed within the
“Septic Easement” pursuant to an agreement registered as Document No. 398389. The Board assents
to this petition because the properties associated with the above certificates of title, being the properties
known and numbered as 79, 83, 85, and 87 Atlantic Avenue, Cohasset, MA 02025, were connected
to the Central Cohasset Wastewater System on or about March 2007 and therefore assents to the
extinguishment of the “Septic Easement”.
{The remainder of this page intentionally left blank}
SIGNED UNDER THE PENALTIES OF PERJURY
Dr Pollastri asked Ms. Fahey to circulate this document to the Board members via email for signature.
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Ms. Fahey has been sending the Board the following weekly reports

Public Health Director Weekly Report Week Ending August 12, 2022
COVID‐19:


DPH – DPH call this week focused on an available environmental justice tool, monkey pox
updates, and guidelines for Covid booster vaccinations.

NON‐COVID‐19








PHE Grant – Brian Luther and I met to draft a FY 2023 budget that will include Stephanie
Saunders social worker position, Nicole Reilly for communicable disease support, additional
nursing support (particularly if it helps us get Scituate), part-time Title 5 inspector (as a
contractor position) to support Hingham (plus we need our contractor Phil Spath for extra hours
to replace some Jason Federico inspections) and a part-time epidemiologist contractor (to
eventually become an employee). We also met with Mary and Susan after to present the draft
budget. DPH also sent out information that all our Health Department employees, including
contractors, will need to fill out surveys as part of a Capacity Assessment. The purpose of the
Capacity Assessment will be to further understand Health Department needs and could
potentially lead to a further increase in grant funds. The Scituate social worker continues to try to
engage the health director to join our regional group. I may meet with him next week.
318 Forest Avenue – met with an abutting neighbor that is concerned with the proposed plan for
a horse barn and paddocks (on agenda for August 22nd meeting). Neighbor’s issues were
primarily related to Zoning and Conservation (stormwater runoff). The project will be going to
Conservation after Health. I spoke with John Hallin regarding the zoning issues. Those issues
will be addressed when the homeowners apply for a Building permit. Our focus will be
compliance with our Animal regulations only.
Cook Estate – Here is the Thursday onsite report from Wayne Sawchuk, Sewer Commission
Member: I want to report that the sewer installation work at Deer Hill school was remarkable
today. The drilling rig was incredibly successful and allowed the first 300’ of sewer pipe to be
installed within 4 hours at a depth of 5’ 0” - 5’ 6” deep in a straight line across the central
parking lot. No damage or digging in the pavement. I never saw something like this used
anywhere. In addition, the contractor had a large Vac truck suck out the dirt from the surface of
the pavement or lawn down to the actual utilities including the electric, gas, water, drainage
conduits so they were exposed, so they wouldn't be hit while digging near the area the new pipe
will be going. New update 5:24 pm, just returned from second tour of the project. The second
300’ that puts them to the left of the second entrance to the school yard to the right of the
Gym. They likely will finish that section tonight or tomorrow morning. There is only one small
excavation to connect the two 300’ sections of pipe as they move along. So far, I am thrilled with
the progress. Photos attached
Evoke Wellness – last week received a bacteria report from Morrell Labs that was off the charts
for their soft serve ice cream machine. Contacted the manager and had them break down the
machine and clean/sanitize all of the parts on a daily basis. Received the same poor results again
this week with bacteria counts exceeding analytical limits. I immediately had them shut down the
machine. I told the manager that they need to get someone from the manufacturer to come out
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and instruct them how to properly sanitize the machine. They are not to use the machine again
until they can obtain an acceptable laboratory result.
New Pool Regulations – at the request of John Hallin, Building Inspector, I drafted private
residential pool regulations using the Town of Hingham regulations as a template. The purpose is
to require fencing around pools even when they have automatic covers because sometimes, they
break. The draft regulations will be reviewed by Town Council and then will come before the
BoPH in September.Opio
Opioid Settlement Money – listened to a call provided by State employees. The settlement
money must go into each town’s general fund. To use the money, you have to go before town
meeting to have the money certified as free cash and then appropriated for the designated use. It
is recommended that the money be used under the Health department to avoid Chapter 30B
procurement requirements. Hopefully the settlement money and proposed uses can be on the
warrant for the fall town meeting. Nicole Balaschi and Stephanie will take the lead for the
program.
Drought – listened to a drought call presented by MEMA. Presentations were given by various
agencies including Energy and Environmental Affairs, MassDEP, Mass Fire Chiefs and Local
and Regional Health. In Eastern Mass drought level continues to be Level 3 Critical where it is
recommended to ban all non-essential outdoor water use as outlined in MEMA’s Drought
Management Plan.
Social Work – Mary and I met with Stephanie and received updates for all of the various cases
that she is following in town. She also met with Nicole Balaschi to get a connection to the
schools where she would like to establish a relationship with counselors. There are a lot of
resources for senior citizens, but families needing assistance with school age children are often
under the radar due to stigma.
Beach results were acceptable this week, although higher than we have been seeing through most
of the summer.

Public Health Director Weekly Report Week Ending August 19, 2022
COVID‐19:


DPH – no DPH call this week.

NON‐COVID‐19






Local PHE Grant Meeting – Since Opioid Settlement money will not be usable until FY2023 we
discussed using some PHE grant money for at least some educational programming in FY2023.
Will talk to the State prior to use to make sure that we are not violating any grant rules – either
the PHE grant or the Opioid grant.
State-wide PHE Grant Meeting – DPH presented information regarding capacity assessments
that each town must participate in in the coming months. All of our employees, including parttime and contractors, must fill out surveys to determine where we have gaps in services. Heard
about Health and Racial Equity Initiatives.
318 Forest Avenue –Reviewed Animal Plan submitted for Animal/Stable application. Had the
homeowner fill out the Well Survey to confirm there are no private wells on the property. Both
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7:50 P.M.

the site plan and the written Stable Management plan are in compliance with the Cohasset
Animal regulations.
110 Jerusalem Road – was in communication with the well driller representative this week for a
geothermal well request. They understand that they need to submit an engineered site plan and
they are now working on it and anticipate being ready for a September meeting.
Proposed Revolving Fund for Public Health Projects – drafted a warrant article for December
Special Town Meeting. Request will be to allow the funds that are generated through insurance
reimbursement from vaccination clinics to be used to pay for nursing staffs for future vaccination
clinics. It is anticipated that we will hold multiple flu and Covid clinics in the fall/winter.
Emergency Management – attended an emergency management meeting on Tuesday morning at
the EOC located at Deer Hill School. Discussed updates that various town departments have
made to prepare for future storm events. Improving communications was the main topic.
Cook Estate – Cook Estate received approval from the Sewer Commission to change the piping
route on Cook property. While the route will be slightly longer, the route will run in parallel with
Sohier Street and then cut over to the proposed pump rather than cut through the middle of the
property. The change greatly reduces the number of times the sewer connection will have to
cross over existing utility lines.
380-400 CJC Sewer – roadway work on CJC is completed. They are now in the phase of
pressure and vacuum testing lines and manholes.
Beach results were once again acceptable this week.
Surveyed four wells on Jerusalem Road with Conor the intern. Learned how to enter the
information using an ipad to our GIS system. Conor is returning to college next week. He also
entered as-built septic drawings into GIS for us.
Attended an event committee meeting for “Merry Market” event in December. Passed along
instructions for applying for a temporary food permit that they can forward to their vendors.
Performed follow-up food inspections at Anchor & Sail, Olde Salt House and Corner Stop
Eatery. A&S still needs to properly cover plumbing under a hand sink and will require another
reinspection.
Declutter Task Force Meeting – Stephanie gave summaries of at-risk people in town
Public Health Nurse Report

Ms. Goodwin reviewed the warrant article Ms. Fahey mentioned with the Board. Historically the Health
Department had a revolving account. The Town Manager felt it was created illegally. Revolving account
must be voted on every year at the Town meeting, and this account was not voted on. At the time there
was $40,000.00 in the account that the Town Manager took and put in the general fund. Ms. Goodwin
mentioned it would be nice to have the funds come back to the Health Dept. The flu vaccines purchased
cost $10,000.00 and it should come out of this revolving account. The Board agreed to review and sign
the warrant article. Ms. Fahey will forward the document to be signed by the members. Nurse report
continued below
MOTIONED BY: Dr. Pollastri moved to endorse the text of the warrant article for special
Town meeting to create a revolving fund for Public Health as written and entered into record.
SECONDED BY: Dr. Lawrence
VOTE:
3-0 MOTION CARRIED

APPROVED
Nurse report continued
Ms. Goodwin said camps are wrapping up this week. Camps have been challenging this summer. Covid
numbers are still high. Ms. Goodwin is going to order a new bivalent covid vaccine coming out next month.
Bivalent is not considered a booster dose it’s a new vaccine. The Town is going to offer both Bivalent
along with the flu shot at the same clinic. Ms. Goodwin will order 400 doses and see how the clinics fill
up. There have been no cases of Monkey Pox reported in Town. There was one close contact to Monkey
Pox who was able to get vaccinated.
Ms. Goodwin has been sending the Board the following weekly reports

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE REPORT WEEK ENDING 8/12/22
Total Number of confirmed COVID 19 cases: 1367
Total number of Probable cases: 172
Deaths: five
The Town’s total two-week caseload is: twenty.
The Town’s two-week positive test rate is results 10.09% (228 total tests)
Community Transmission by County:
Norfolk – Medium.
Plymouth – Medium.
DPH call:
Listened to a presentation from the EOEEA Department about the Environmental Justice Tool. The MA
DPH EJ Tool is intended to facilitate the use of the EOEEA EJ Policy, to enhance inclusive community
planning for environmental assessment, and to inform a wide range of activities such as siting, permitting,
Brownfields clean-up, Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act review, grant applications, transportation
projects, and community, health, or climate-related impact assessments.
Dr. Katie Brown gave an update on monkeypox. She talked about confidentiality and protecting
someone’s identity as stated in the Mass reg’s 105 CMR 300.120.
Mass is reporting 174 cases of which 98% are males. Direct contact is the primary mode of transmission.
So far there have not been any cases reported in healthcare workers or lab workers which is encouraging.
There is no evidence that cats or dogs can be infected with monkeypox, but pet rodents are a concern.
The vaccine is still in short supply. This week first doses have become the priority. The recommendation
now is for intradermal administration of the vaccine as opposed to intramuscular. We are now able to get
five doses out of a vial.
Flu – Mass DPH is now recommending high dose flu for people 65 years and older. Before, Mass DPH
never made a recommendation.

APPROVED
8/10/22
Listened to a Statewide Drought Call. Beth Card from EEA states that there is now a task force in place.
All of Mass is in some level of drought. Southeastern Mass is in extreme drought. MEMA has plans in
place to distribute water if needed. The Fire Marshall’s office reports that fire is a major concern.
Community Outreach:
8/10/22
Met with Pam Fahey and Stephanie Saunders to discuss Stephanie’s role. She has been working with the
social worker in Scituate hoping to get Scituate to sign on to the PHE grant.
8/11/22
Drafted a letter for local businesses explaining what monkeypox is and how to protect themselves and
their customers from it. Letter and fact sheet were sent to hair salons, nail salons, massage salons and
gyms.
8/11/22
Met with Pam Fahey, Susan Sarni and Brian Luther to get an update on the PHE grant.
8/11/22
Listened to the Opioid Settlement Forum put on by the AG’s office. Massachusetts is planning to receive
$525,000,000 from the opioid settlement over several years. Funds to be used for prevention, harm
reduction, recovery, and emergency sheltering. Funds should also be used for increased access to
methadone, expansion of supportive housing and increasing opioid treatment programs. Funds will go into
the general fund and will need to be voted on at town meeting before they can be used.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Goodwin RN

MOTIONED BY: Dr. Lawrence moved to adjourn the meeting at 8:30 P.M.
SECONDED BY: Dr. Pollastri
VOTE:
3-0 MOTION CARRIED

E-mail and letters from abutters for 318 Forest Avenue, Animal Permit:

